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The new Styla is a slim & elegant, modern, space saving sliding door that gives you the freedom
to express your own personal style.
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THE NEW STYLE
of sliding door

IS

SUPPLIED UNPAINTED • DECORATE-IT-YOURSELF
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! Supplied unprimed, unpainted

Suitable for standard doorways*

Complete DIY sliding door in a box

The Styla sliding door fits a standard door 
opening of 813 x 2030 mm  (or smaller).

You will also need to have free wall space 
next to the opening equal to the size of the 

door to allow the Styla to slide open.

The Styla sliding door is made from plain 
unpainted MDF board.

Consult the paint department at your  
hardware store for advice on achieving a 

quality paint finish for your Styla door.

Or contact the Plascon Advisory Service 
at 0860 20 40 60

*

1 The Door: 890 x 2070 mm, suitable for a standard opening of 
813 x 2030 mm (or smaller);
Supplied unprimed, unpainted and fitted with a slide lock 
(for privacy purposes only);

2 The Track: Including wheels and stoppers;

3 The Fascia: Supplied unprimed, unpainted;

4 Installation Pack: All the screws, wall plugs and the bottom guide.

NB: The pictures featuring the new Styla sliding door are shown as 
suggestions - to show the decorative possibilities of the unpainted 
product.

 Do not attach heavy materials such as metal, mirror or glass to 
your Styla door when decorating it. You will exceed the weight 
tolerances and seriously compromise your safety.

 For information on other Slide ‘n Space products please visit 
our website at www.slidenspace.co.za.

Close-up of the wooden fascia

The slide lock

and handle
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Sliding wardrobe doors 
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